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It IS what you THINK it is. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ohVBhGYu4 Nothing but a very low effort and amateur mash
together of Unity assets on a small Unity plane. You can see the edges of the small map without walking very far. Every zombie
looks and acts the same. Every zombie drops a soda, a banana, and a health pack. Ugh. This feels like something the developer
just exported from his very first Unity tutorial on Udemy or somewhere else online. It's not complete. It's not fun. It's not a
game. It's just more low effort garbage clogging up Steam. It's most certainly not worth any amount of money, The Developer.
You should be ashamed to be trying to sell "this" tutorial project and/or mash together of Unity assets with no real care to create
a complete or fun game to play. NOT RECOMMENDED. .My score is a big fat red "ZERO ASSET" I downloaded from
Google images. .That's all this deserves.
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